In the state of New York, DO NOT dilute to the proper concentration according to targeted pest infestation. Follow the mixing directions found in the stumps, utility poles, and fences. Direct application of this product may be varied only by agreement in writing signed by a duly authorized representative of BASF. This product is marketed under the control of BASF CORPORATION ("BASF") or the Seller. To the extent consistent with applicable law, all such risks shall be assumed by the Buyer. BASF warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit for the purposes referred to in the label. Subject to the inherent risks, referred to above. However, it is impossible to eliminate all risks inherently associated with the use of this product. Ineffectiveness or other unintended consequences may result because of such factors as environmental conditions, presence of other materials, use of the product in a manner inconsistent with the labeling, all of which may adversely affect the control of BASF CORPORATION ("BASF") or the Seller. To the extent consistent with applicable law, all such risks shall be assumed by the Buyer. BASF warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit for the purposes referred to in the label. Subject to the inherent risks, referred to above. However, it is impossible to eliminate all risks inherently associated with the use of this product. 

OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS

- **For USE IN AND AROUND LIVESTOCK HOUSING**: For structural use indoors and outdoors of animal housing. Remove animals or bird to areas where animals are not present. DO NOT apply to animals. DO NOT allow livestock to drift into or onto areas where animals are not present. DO NOT contaminate milk, food or drinking water. Use in outdoor areas and animal housing including calf hutches, calf pens and pens, chicken houses, dairy areas, dog kennels, hog barns, horse stables, milk rooms and rabbit hutches. Treat normal feeding areas such as calf, pig, milking, upper corners of the area, around windrows and doors, lit fixtures and other surfaces known to attract flies. Apply as a coarse, wet spray. Using a mixture of 10 to 20 grams of product per gallon of water, apply at a rate of 1 gallon diluted product per 1,000 square feet of surface. For best results, initiate treatments at the beginning of the fly season and repeat during periods of heavy fly activity.

**FOR USE IN AND AROUND**: Animal housing (including calf hutsches, calving Pens and Parlors, Chicken Houses, Dairy Areas, Dog Kennels, Hog Barns, Horse Stables, Milk Rooms and Rabbit Hutches); Apartments; Carport; Compost; Clinic; Food Handling Establishments; Garbage or Refuse Sheds and Receptacles; Grain Mills; Graneries; Greenhouses; Homes; Horticultural Holes; Meat Packing Houses; Nursing Homes; Parks; Recreational Buildings; Theme Parks; Parks and Recreational Areas and Zones.

**SMART SOLUTIONS FACTS**

- Non-repellent active ingredient
- May be used in conjunction with repellent insecticides such as crew handlers (baiting, etc.). For Alpine® Cockroach Gel Bait Rotation 1 Reservoir or Alpine® Cockroach Gel Bait Rotation 2 Reservoir or similar products. Always follow label use directions and applicable laws.
- Not a contact product
- Not a residual product for bed bug control
- For use on Slabs and Projects
- For sale on Slabs and Projects

**KILLS**: Ants (including Argentine, Carpenter, Harvester; Odoriferous House, Bed Infested, and Southern Fire; excluding Phantom), Adult Lady Beetles, Bean Platypod, Koptus Bug, Bed Bugs, Beetles (excluding Confused Flour, Granary Weevil, Lesser Grain, and Warehouse Beelte), Brown Marmorated Stink Bug, Centipedes, Cockroaches (including American, German and Turkestan), Cockroaches, Crickets, Earwigs, Flies, House Flea, Millipedes, Spider (excluding Brown Recluse), Stored Product Pests (Confused Flour Beetle, Granary Weevil, Lesser Grain, and Warehouse Beelte), and Yellowjackets.
In the event of a large-scale spill of this product, call:
• 1-800-832-HELP (4357)

In case of large-scale spill of this product, call:
• 1-800-832-HELP (4357)

The product is a water-soluble granule containing the non-phytoxic active ingredient dinetoxifuran. Apply indoors and/or outdoors via crack-and-crevice and spray/crevice or spot surface application for the listed pests and uses.

Mixing Instructions
The recommended mixing ratio is 1 gallon of water per 100 square feet of treatment area. If you are using 1 gallon of finished dilution mixture, apply 1 gallon per 1,000 square feet.

Single-use Packets: 0.05 ounce (10 grams)
Open the single-use packet and pour the contents into a mixing container. Mix thoroughly until the contents are completely dispersed. Use the recommended application technique immediately after mixing.

Resealable Bottle: 12 oz of the water-soluble granules to the water. Add 30 gallons of water to 1,000 square foot area being treated (30 gallon = 10 grams). Treat the entire area and allow to dry. Rinse all equipment after use. Rinse the spray dish following the mixing ratio to the spray dish until the finished mixture is in the treated site.
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